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ENGLISH STUDIES
PRIMARY THIRD TERM

TOPICS

(A) Regr.,aon.

Ogal and

Written

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the eod of the

lesson, purils

should be able to,

LEARNING EMPÆtÆO

ACTIV!TIES CORE SKUS PE..TRCES

comprehension i)exarrine and

label the pictures

(B)Revision:

Antonyms

Synonyms.

(Having

knowledge).

in the passage;

ii)list and idenüfy

comprehension

strategies in the

iii)apply

comprehension

strategies to tie

passage.

By the erd of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

l) explain

synonyrß and

antonyms;

ii)tist

synonyrrs and

antonyms;

iii) compare

synonyms and

antonyms.

1) Pupi%, as a dæs%,

ttV} pcture

given them.

ii) Pupils, smal

grqjps, "ngui3h
the in Tye

given passage.

iii) Puøis, in pairs,

cornpare the

strategies in the

l) Pupils, in srnd

groups, '*tat

synonyrns ard

antonyms means.

ii) Each

enumeratß

synonyrrs

antonyrns.

ard Web

Vtsud

ard

11

(i*eavity

ili) Pupils, a dæs,

analyse synonyrß

and antM)yrns.



ACT'V"

imagination
OBJECTIVE

s
(l) pupils, as aclass,

(i)Chart

fid of onalysc (ii)Collaboration
synonyms 

and (ii)Picture

(D)Revism:

Ping

w I spent

ic•sson.

and

catt•gonze

syoonyms 
and

antonyms.

(iii) apply

symnyms and

antonyms to

sentenN.s

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(l) understand

rhyming poems;

(ii) dermnstrate

recognition of

rhyming words;

(ill) determine

whether Wo

words rhyme or

By tie end of this

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) narrate their

experience during

antonyms

(ii) 
in small

group. 
separate

synonymq 
(rom

antonyms.

(iii) Each pupil applies

sentence.

(i) Pupils, as a class,

and
communication.

(i'i)Critical

thinking and

problem solving

(i)Creativity and

imagination.
discuss the poem

given.

(ii) Pupils, in pairs,

act the rhyming

words.

(iii) Pupils, in small

(ii)Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

(iii)Collaboration

and

Web resources

htt s://www 
educa

com

Audio visual resourc

(i)Video/tape

(ii)Chart

Web resources

https://www.educatioh

com

the last holiday;

groups, figure out

whether two words

rhyme or not.

(l) Each pupil

narrates their holiday

experience.

(ii) Pupils, in small

groups, select the

formality to write the

essay.

communication.

(i)Creativity and

imagination.

(ii)Collaboration

and

communication.

(iii)Critical

Visual resources

(i)Pictures

Web resources

https://www.pinterest

com

(ii) select the

formality to use in

wnting the essay;

(iii)Each pupil writes

his or her holiday

thinking and

problem solving.

(iii) write their

experience during

the last holiday

correctly.

experiences.



OROVC"VFS

! be able to

, I) pictoro« 

C A RN'NO

pictures given

in pars,
'he pr.tures to

! Fy the end of this

! le e,sM,
should be able to. 

0) Pup"s. in pa'rs.
descnbe the bcx»k
given to them

dtfferent "ints.
(i) identify the (ii) Pupils, in pairs.

peot'ferrt

and

(C)Phonics:

Leam sounds

through song.

front and back of identify important

the book; details like author's
name, title,
illustrati(Y1, summary.

different types of

and

(iii)CreativiFf and
imagination.

print resources

e g. novels,

newspapers,

magazines etc.;

(iii) observe and

identify parts of a

book such as title,

author etc.;

(iv) recognise that

a group of

sentences make 

(iii) Pupils, in small

groups, perform a

gallery walk to

identify different types

of print resources e.g.

(vi)tbzels

(vii)Bible, Quran

up a paragraph

and paragraphs

make a story;

novels, magazines, (viii)DictJ0CLary

newspapers etc. Web resources

(iv) Pupils, in small
https://study.com

groups, identify

sentences, https://www.pinterestc
paragraphs and om

chapters that make

up the print resource.

(v) Pupils, as a dass,

list out the common

print resources.

By the end of this

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) pronounce the

sounds by

(i) Pupils, as a class,

listen to an audio

tape or the teacher

singing a song and a

hum or clap along.

(i)CrificaJ thinking Audio visual resources
and problem

solving.

(ii)Critical

thinking and

(i)Tape/video

(ii)Flashcard

singing; (ii)Each pupil

(ii) use the sounds
demonstrates the

actions 
to form a song.

(iii) identify the

sounds by

singing.

described in
the song. (iii)Each
pupil presents the
song with emphasis
on the sounds.

problem solving.

(iii)Collaboration

and

communication.

Web resources

https•]/www.actionfact

or.com

https://www.enhated

leaminq.com



WKS TOPICS OBJECTIVES

(D) By the end of this

reafrv. mjpi!s

(i) interpret the

given;

(lii) desmbe the

picture given.

(E)Listening to Bythe end of this

and telling a lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) the
in thär own

(ii)rdate the story

to real life

sujon,•

characters in the

story.

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

analyse the sound by

singing.

(iv) Pupils, in small

groups, describe the

sounds.

(v) Pupils, in pairs,

use the sourrfs in a

new song.

(i) Pupils, as a class,

distinguish the

text

(ill) Pupils, in small

groups, explain the

pidure given.

(N) Pupils, in small

groups, dramatize the

event the picWre.

(i) Pupils, in small

pups, analyse the

story fren,

sumrnarise it

(i) Pupils, as a dass,

discuss the main

ideas in the story and

relate it to ter real

life situaüon.

pupil

discusses the

purpose of the story

(iv) Each pupil

itemizes the

characters in the
story.

(i)Creafivity and

imaginatim.

(iii)Collaborafion

and

communication.

(i) Collaboration

and

communmjon.

(ii) Creaüvity and

imagination.

(iii) Crifiæl

finking and

problem soMng.

Visual
ces

(i)PictJres

kets.org

h ://wmw

Reading images

Visual resources

(i)Picture of a

telling story to his

pupils

Web resources

https•.//www.teaåi-q

enqlish.orq.uk



ENGLISH STUDIES

WKS -TOPICS

(A) Vocabulary

Budding-

wordßFd

meaning.

Supplementary

Reading.

(C)Spelling:
Five letters—-

video, images,

items, class.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of this

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) combine words

to make meaning;

(ii) understand the

meaning of each

given words;

(iii) use the new

words in

sentences.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) read and share

with other pupils

the story read;

(ii) discuss

lessons leamt

from the book;

(iii) relate events

in the story to their

personal lives.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) identify the

given letters;

(ii) pronounce the

five letters

together;

LEARNING EMBEDDED LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

(i) Pupils, in small

groups, analyse the

words given to them.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the meaning

of each word given to

them.

(iii)Pup11s, in pairs,

use the words in their

own sentences.

(iv) Pupils in pairs

dramatize the

meaning of the new

words in the

sentence.

(i) Each pupil reads a

recommended

storybook from Lagos

state approved

booklist.

(ii) Pupils as a class

discuss the lessons

learnt from the book

read.

CORES SKILLS
(i) Collaboration

and

communication.

(ii)Creativity and

imagination.

(iii)Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

(i)Critical thinking

and problem

solving.

(ii)Creativity and

imagination.

(iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

RESOURCES
Visual resources

(i)Charts

(ii)FIashcards

Web resources

https://www.realearnen

glish.com

How to study

vocabulary building

(iii) Each pupil relates

the event in the story

to his or her personal

lives.

(i) Pupils, in small

groups, analyse the

(i) Critical

thinking and

Visual resources :

(i)lmages

(ii)Charts

Web resources

http:l/www.weare

teachers.com

Grade two reading

comprehension.

Audio visual resources

words given to them.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the meaning

of each word given to

them.

problem solving.

(ii)Collaboration

and

communication.

(iii)Critical

thinking and

(i)Tape/video

(ii)Flashcards

(iii)Charts

Web resources

https:l/www.pinterest.
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TOPICS
WKS

(B)Structure:

Combination of

sounds to spell

and pronounce

words.

(C) Concepts

of prints:

Description of

objects

according to

their colours.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

(iii) demonstrate

road safety

techniques.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) recognise

consonant

digraphs such as

sh, ch, th, ph, and

gn;

(ii) pronounce the

digraphs;

(iii) read and spell

simple words with

consonant digraph

spelling pattems

in initial, medial,

and final positions

e.g. chair,

teacher, and

watch.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) discuss the

characteristics of

an object

including its

colour;

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

(iii) Pupils, in small

groups, do a gallery

work showing

different road sign.

(i) Pupils, in small

groups, identify the

diagraphs.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

clap when the

teacher points to a

word containing a

particular digraph e.g.

for "ch", the pupils

clap when the

teacher points to

chair and stay silent

when the teacher

points to words which

do not contain the

digraph.

(iii) Each pupil

pronounces the

recognised diagraph.

(iv) Each pupil reads

and spells the given

words.

(v)Pupils, in pairs,

produce new words

with the digraphs in

initial, medial, and

final positions.

(i) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the

characteristics of the

objects and colour.

(ii) Pupils, in pairs,

name the object and

its colour and runs to

touch another object

of the same colour

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

(iii) Collaboration

and

Communication.

(i) Collaboration

and

Communication.

(ii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

(iii) Critical

thinking and

problem soMng.

(i) Creativity and

imagination.

(ii) Collaboration

and

Communication.

(iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

LAGOS MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Web resources

Audio Visual

Resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Video/Tape

Web Resources

http://www.actionfactor

.comhttp://www.readan

dspel.com

Visual Resources

(i)Pictures

(ii)Real Objects

(iii)Colour

102STATE



LEARNING

torts

(D) Ltstemng

and answenng

questions from

passages.

stones read.

OOJCCTIVES

identify the

s'm'lar'bcs

between the

properties of

cedajn ob/ects

and mateöa!s

(cdour);

W) arrange objects

based on their

similamies;

(v) describe

indi€idual and

grNped objects

by menjoning

heir

tiaractehstics

and @lour.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

st•mld be able to:

("i) Pupils, in small

Identify the

difforences between

the properties of

objects of the same

cotour.

(iv) Pupils, in pairs,

organise the objects

based on their

similarities.

(i) Pupils, as a class,

actively listen to a

story or passage

(i) Creativity and

imagination.

being read by teacher
(ii) Critical

(l) acåvely listen to or on an audio tape.
thinking and

passage/story

atenjvely,

(ii) fonow simple

concrete

Cli) Pupils, in pairs,

identify the

commands in the

problem solving.

(iii) Collaboration

and
Communication.

EsouNNc(

Audio visual resou

(i)Tape

(ii)Pictures

Web resources

http•]/www pinterest

.com

commands from

the story:

(iii) facts

and information

from the passage;

(iv) discuss the

meaning of the

information in the

passage.

passage/story.

(iii) Pupils, in small

groups, analyse the

meaning and facts of
the passage/story

they listened to

(iv) Pupils, in small
groups, relate the
ideas in the story to
their everyday lives.



WKS TOPICS

(A) Grammar:
5

Making

sentences

about the

present. past.

and future

B)

Composition:

composition

about myself.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES
By the end of the

lesson. pupils

should be at)!? to.

i) 'dent'fy the verb

and tense tn a
sentenC(? by

orc! l na it.

li) wate sentences

using the past,

present or future

tense;

iii) differentiate

between

sentences in past

present, and

future tenses.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i) discuss

similarities and

differences
between peers;

ii) describe

themselves orally;

iii) wite describing

words about

themselves.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

l) Pupils, as a class,

brainstorm on words

v,hiCh help them to

tnd;cate the time an

action, took place to

formulate the

functions of verbs.

ii) Each pupil

identifies the verb

and tense in a

sentence by cycling

it

iii) Pupils, in small

groups, discuss the

usage of the tenses

in a sentence.

iv) Pupils, in pairs,

dramatize the actons

in the sentences

witten

i) Pupils, in small

groups, identify the

similarities and

differences between

themselves.

ii) Pupils, in pairs,

take turns to describe

each other.

iii) Each pupil

describes himself or

herself.

iv) Each pupil writes

out words that

describes them.

(v) Each pupil writes

sentences describing

themselves.

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS
i) Cntical thinking

and problem

solving.

ii) Collaboration

and

communication.

iii) Creativity and

imagination.

i) Collaboration

and

communication.

ii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Visual resources

i)charts

ii)flashcards

iii)pictures

web resources

https:www.educatjon.c

om

Visual resources

i)charts

ii)images

web resources

https•]/www.education.

om



WKS

C)Phonics:

Consonant/t/

D) Poetry:

reading the

given poem

•Solomon

Grundy".

6. (A)VocabuIary

building: New

words and

meaning.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

t) identify the

consonant 
letter

'i) pronounce the

consonant letter

iii) wite the

consonant letter

correctly.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i) identify the song

lyncs of tie poem;

ii) analyse the

content of the

song lyrics in the

poem;

iii) sing the poem

as a song.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i) combine words

to make meaning;

ii) explain the

meaning of each

words;

iii) use the new

words in

sentences.

groups, 
identify the

consonant 
sound.

ii) Each pupil

pronounces the

consonant sound

correctly.

iii) Pupils, as a class,

write the sound one

after the other.

i) Pupils, in pairs,

identify the song

lyrics of the poem.

ii) Pupils, as a class,

analyse the content

of the song lyrics in

the poem.

iii) Pupils, in small

groups, recite the

poem by singing it

out.

(i) Pupils, in small

groups, analyse the

words given to them.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the meaning

of each word given to

them.

(iii)Pupils, in pairs,

use the words in their

own sentences.

(iv) Pupils, in pairs,

dramatize the

meaning of the new

words in the

sentence.

ana

communication.

ii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

iii) Creativity and

imagination.

i) Critical thinking

and problem

solving.

li) Creativity and

imagination.

iii) Collaboration

and

communication.

i) Collaboration

and

communication.

ii) Creativity and

imagination.

iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

resouru

l)charts

ii)flashcards

iii)video or tape

web 
resources

htt s://
action!

or.com

Audio visual 
resourrz

l)charts

ii)video/tape

https://study.com

https://pinterest.com

Visual resources

i)charts

ii)flashcards

web resources

https:lÅWN.realea

rnenqlish.com

How to study

vocabulary 
building.



ENGLISH STUOICS

TOPICSWKS

B) Oral

Comprehensio

n.

Supplementary

Reading:
poetry.

D) Phonics:

Vowel sound

/u/, /u: i, put,

push, full,

good.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should he able to:

i) listen actively to

a short passage;

i') list and identify

comprehension

strategies.

iii) apply

comprehension

strategies to text.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) read and share

with other pupils

the poem read.

(ii) discuss

lessons leamt

from the poem

read.

(iii) relate events

in the poem to

their personal

lives.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i) produce the

vowel sounds as

in put, push, full,

well.

iii) match the

sounds with

words.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

i) Pupils, a

discuss tho pictures

given and label thom.

ii) Pupils, in small

groups, distinguish

the strategies.

iii) Pupils, as class,

compare the

strategies.

(i) Each pupil reads

recommended poems

from Lagos state

approved booklist.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the lessons

leamt from the poem

read.

(iii) Each pupil relates

the event in the poem

to his or her personal

lives.

i) Pupils, in small

groups, produce the

sound.

ii) Pupils, as a class,

produce the sound.

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

brainstorm and

produce new words

containing the same

sound.

iv) Pupils, in pairs,

pronounce the new

words with emphasis

on the sounds.

rME)EDDE0
CORES SKILLS
i/ Ctoativity and

irnngination,

ii) Collaboration

and

communication,

iii) Creativity and

imagination.

(i)Critical thinking

and problem

solving.

(ii)Creativity and

imagination.

(iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

i) Collaboration

and

communication.

ii) Creativity and

imagination.

iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Audio visual

l)chart$

web resources

httpsM/www.thecta3#

coorvkey,qom

Audio visual resources

(i)lmages/

pictures

ii)Videoftape Web

resources

https:/Awvw.schoIastic.

comhttps://www.

education.com

Audio visual resources

i)charts

ii)tape

web resources

https://www.wikihow.

com

How to teach vowel.



ENGLISH
LEARNING EMBEDDED

TOPICS
WKS

E) Picture

reading

I

Mid-tem

tests
Open day

Mid-term

break

Homework

8 A)Phonics :

Pronunciation

of the vowel

sounds a, e, l,

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

l) Identify the

given pictures;

ii) interpret

information from

the given pictures;

iii) categonse the

given pictures.

ACTIVITIES

Pupils. as a class,

descnbe the pictures

pasted on the wall.

'i) Pupils, in pairs,

discuss the

information gathered

from the given

pictures.

iii) Each pupil

identifies the given

picture.

CORES SKILLS
l) Creativity and

imagination.

Il) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

LEAR

Visual 
resources

(i)images

web 
resources

htt s:/lwww
com education

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) identify the

(i) Pupils, as a class,

identify the vowel

sounds.

(ii) Each pupil

(i) Creativity and

imagination.

(ii) Critical

thinking and

Audio visual resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Flashcards

vowel sounds;

(li) pronounce

the vowel sounds

correctly;

(iii) identify words

containing the

vowel sounds.

(iv) produce new

words with the

vowel sounds.

pronounces the vowel

sounds correctly.

(iii)Pupils, in pairs,

identify words

problem solving.

(iii) Collaboration

and

communication.

containing the vowel

sounds from a chart

or flashcards

(iv) Pupils, in small

groups, form words

with the vowel

(iii)Videoltape

Web resources

https•]lww.fiuentu.

com

sounds.
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TOPICSWKS

Comprehensio

n: reading a

passage.

Supplementary

Reading: A

play.

(D) Colour:

colouring the

given pictures

of plant -

pepper and

leaf.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) identify new

words in the given

passage.

(ii) read the given

passage correctly.

(iii) dramatize the

story in the given

passage.

(iv) explain the

events in the

passage.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) read and share

with other pupils

the story read.

(ii) discuss

lessons leamt

from the book.

(iii) relate events

in the story to their

personal lives.

By the end of this

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) examine the

given pictures and

name them.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

(i) Pupils, as a class,

analyse the new

words in tho passage.

(ii) Pupils, as

individuals, read the

given passage aloud

correctly.

(iii) Pupils, in small

groups, dramatize the

story from the

passage.

(iv) Pupils, as a class,

analyse the events of

the story.

(i) Each pupil reads a

recommended

storybook from Lagos

state approved

booklist.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the lessons

leamt from the book

read.

(iii) Each pupil relates

the event in the story

to his or her personal

lives.

(i) Pupils, as a class,

analyse the pictures

given to them with

names.

(ii) Pupils, small

groups, discuss the

best colour to use in

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS
(i) Creativity and

imagination,

(ii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

(iii) Collaboration

and

communication.

(iv) Creativity and

imagination.

(i) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

(ii) Creativity and

imagination.

(iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

(i) Creativity and

imagination.

(ii) Collaboration

and

communication.

(iii) Critical

ENGLISH STUDIES

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Audio visual resources

(i)lmages/pictures

(ii)Video/tape

Web resources

https://bloq aila.

rninqpressurn

Visual resources:

(i) Images

(ii)Charts

Web resources

http://wmw.weare

teachers.com

Grade two reading

comprehension.

Visual resources

(i)Colour

(ii)Pictures of the

object pepper, leaf

Web resources



LEARNING EMBEDDED

WKS TOPICS

(A) Grammar.

meanirg an

(B)Composibo

n: My best

friend.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

the

best colour to use

ACTIVITIES

cokwnng the plants

Oil) Each puptl

'n colounng the

i CO}OUrS the
given pictures.

; plants adequate!y

the

aiven plants

adequately.

By of the

Essen,

shouid be abie to:

(i) identfy an

apostophe in

sentence or

words.

(ü)expiain how to

use an
aposb-ophe.

an

By fre end of the

lesscn, pupils

should be able to:

i) wite at least

five(5) adjedives

to freir

best friend;

(i) draw a zrdfor

beir best friend,

0) Pepds, as a class,

the

apostrophe in the

sentence or pards.

Cti) Pupis, in small

groups, explain how

to use an apostrophe

in sentence or words. 

(ui) Ea±i pupil makes

use of apost rophe in

a Wang.

(i) Each pupil give at 

least five (5)

a$ecåves to describe

their friend.

(n) Pupis, in pairs,

draw a card for heir

best friend.

(ril) Pupils, as a dass,

discuss how to teat

Oter as good friends.

CORES SKILLS

Co.az5:rzhn
(Fess-z-:

(iii) C%al
and

problem soiv'in;.

(i) Citiz

prob}en

(if) Cr%at

Web
problem sc&ng.

(iü) Creaky
ima$'.äS0%

(ii) explain the

quaiiies of a good

fnend and discuss

about rww to treat

and relate to me

another.



TOPICS
WAS

and

(b) Vocabulary

building: New

vsords and

reading.

(D) Revision:

Contents of

print:

Recognise

different prints.

ARNINO
on.jccuvcs

tw (he end ot the

lesson,

should be able to'

tho

contents the

identify the

ideas the

(iii) n»ad the

and demonsttate

the actions

desexibed.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) generate new

words from a

given passage;

(ii) analyse

techniques used

in reading;

(iii) read a given

passage fluently.

By the end of the

lesson pupils

should be able to:

(i) identify the

front and back of

the book.

(ii) recognise

different print

resources.

(iii) observe parts

of a book such as

title, author, etc.

ULARNiNO
ACTIVITIES

tho

content of tho

identify in

(iii) Cach pupil

the Iino by Iino

demonstrating the

actions in tho poon).

(i) Pupils, in small

groups, analyse tho

words given to them.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the meaning

of each word given to

them.

(iii)Pupils, in pairs,

use the words in their

own sentences.

(iv) Pupils, in pairs,

dramatize the

meaning of the new

words in the

sentence.

(i) Pupils, in pairs,

describe the book

given to them.

(ii) Pupils, in small

groups, recognise

different print

resources.

(iii) Pupils, as a class,

list out the different

prints.

CMncooco
cones SKILLS

(i) Coilobocntion

coo u nunicntion,

(0) Croativity nnd

imagination.

Oil) Criticnl

thinking nnd

pcoblom solving.

(i) Creativity and

imagination.

(ii) Collaboration

and

communication.

(iii) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

(i) Critical

thinking and

problem solving.

(ii) Collaboration

and

communication.

(iii) Creativity and

imagination.

Rtsounccs

Vinonl rosourcog

(i)Chnrts

Wob (osou(coo

Visual resources

(l)Charts

(ii)FIashcards

Wed resources

https://studentreasures

.com

Visual resources

(i)Pictures

(ii)Charts

(iii)Flashcards

Web resources

bttps://study. com

bttps://www pinterest.

com



LEARNING LEARNtNG EMBEDDED
WKS TOPICS

OBJECTTVES ACTMTIES CORES SKILLS
use rebevant tear—

11 Revision: Revse

and kangng

12 EXAMINATION

13 EXAMINATION

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS
At he end of be session, Students should be able b;

i. descnbe English sounds and pronounce English words accurately,
ii. idenffy be differe-lt types nouns;

iii. write a guided

iv. acquire a wide range of voæbulary for efecöve spoken communicabcn
v. analyze words frat are nearest in meaning and opposite in meanirg;

vi. constuct simple sentenæs;
vii. read fluendy;

viii. Interpret pidures.


